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About This Game

The Continent of the Ninth Seal (C9) is an action MORPG. Players take part in the game as heroes of Glenheim to stand against
Nefer, an evil villain trying to open a gate to the Netherworld and swarm the land with his infernal legion. C9 showcases quality

visuals, strategic combat, and a gripping story. Choose a character that best represents how you want to experience the game.
The four base classes -- Fighter, Hunter, Shaman, and Witchblade -- can each upgrade into multiple advanced classes, all of

which are unique in their skills, visuals, and play styles. The console-like controls, various skill combos, and RPG-based
elements, make C9 a satisfying choice for all fans of action games.

Key Features:

Unrivaled Action RPG

The Continent of the Ninth Seal is a wholly unique action MORPG experience. With its non-targeting combat, you no
longer have to suffer with “locking on” to a single enemy! C9 gives you the freedom to lay waste to any enemy foolish
enough to get in range of your sweeping weapons. This unique system has earned C9 five awards, including Grand Game
Award Korea in 2009.

Various Skill Combos

Enjoy the complete freedom of combining skills and commands with cancellations and evasions to create an almost
unlimited number of combos. Chain your attacks together and see just how much damage you can do in a single frenzy
of attacks! Hack through every enemy that gets in your way!
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Precise Controls

C9 features precise, customizable controls using either a mouse and keyboard or a gamepad. Unlike other RPGs, the
way you control your character determines whether or not you survive! No more pushing the same four buttons over and
over in a tedious rotation. Your hands will never be at rest during combat. With enough skill and practice, you can learn
how to juggle and control your enemies with such precision they never have the chance to fight back!

PvP

Player versus player is a core element of C9. Players can use the combos they have perfected in various PvP modes. Use
your skills with just the right timing, and chain your combos together perfectly to secure your victory!

Ultimate Fury Skills

Ultimate Fury Skills are the most powerful skills a player can learn. These skills boast supreme damage with very
impressive visual effects. Each advanced class has its own, unique ultimate fury skill.

Diverse Content

C9 allows you to enhance items, build guild housing, craft items, and remodel equipment; very popular features to
players of online RPGs. The game also features a unique Legend system to display your in-game achievements to other
players and express the personality of your character.
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Title: Continent of the Ninth Seal
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Cloud 9 Studio
Publisher:
Webzen
Release Date: 13 Sep, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:AMD Athlon XP 2400+, Intel Single Core 2.4GHz

Memory:512MB RAM

Graphics:ATI Radeon 9800, Geforce 6600 Series

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:4 GB HD space

English,French,German,Polish,Portuguese,Turkish
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These Killing Floor characters really adds to the attitude to the game. The things these change are nothing really big except
when you speak you get to see the character you are in the pop out picture. The other change you will see with these skins is on
the left arm when you are holding the gun you will see a change in color and detail. It adds to your visuals not so much but
affects how other people see you. They are fun to mess around with and change. I enjoy these character packs very much, I
think they are fun to choose a character that fits your style of gameplay and your attitude in general. These character packs are
for other people's benefit and not just your own so if your expecting a big change you will be disappointed. I would suggest
picking up the character skins in the "Killing Floor Complete" with the base game in it or when you see them on sale
individually. I have enjoyed using these skins as it adds more "Character" to the game.. Very forgetful game with about as dull
gameplay as it gets. The "puzzles" are extremly simple and no challenge at all. The oly good thing about this game is that it is
short (20-30 min) and delivers a strong important message about "life" at the end.

You can watch my full playthrough and review of the game HERE: (SPOILER WARNING)
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uTpFxevLc4Q&feature=youtu.be

I scored this game at a 58% even considering its under $1 price tag.. and it still gets my "not recommend" however it does seem
as if this developers games are improving as this game was far superior to "White Mirror" he launched back in January of 2016..
Fun little Pokemon\/FTL hybrid. Picked it up after watching RockLeeSmile stream it on Twitch. I hope more people play this -
there's some fun mod potential here, I think, but not much in the way of active modders.. I would Like to say that this is a good
game, but I cant.
You spend so much time doing some thing then it breaks, you cant move or do enything,
This is really anoying,
Please try to fix this random bugs.. Ridiculous, over-the-top, not politically correct, and definitely not the sort of thing on a
Social Justice Warrior's wishlist. It's the Mortal Kombat of the current zeitgeist... with elastic cleavage and more "fan service"
than you can shake a di... er, stick at. My favorite characters are JaeQuellen and E Hyundai. Be wary though, as there are rough
edges to consider. The game requires a recent video card to run smoothly, the controls are kinda clunky, and there are all sorts
of glitches. However, it's clearly a work in progress and what's here is enough to give anyone the 5 or 10 minutes of frequent
satisfaction they need. As they say, sometimes you buy the full girlfriend experience (Street Fighter V, Tekken 7, etc) and
sometimes you drop a tenner on seven minutes with a random (this game). Either way, you fall asleep happy.. It's for kids. Great
ambient, scary music and a fascinating story.. Underrail is a great gem of a game for it's first and second acts. However it
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should've ended at it's second act because it's also a perfect example of a game that doesn't know when to end, unlike other
RPGs this game shows all it's cards before the plot even climaxes. The combat is interesting but ultimately frustrating,
unsatisfying, and with AI turns that take way, WAY, too long especially when the game is railing you with 5+ creepers (invisible
retreating scorpions that take 20+ turns to defeat despite being a mid game enemy). The combat get's old, the exploration is
good and is what really kept me going for the first 60 hours, but eventually that just turns into mindless, endless backtracking.
MY GOD THE BACKTRACKING!!! If you wan't to wind your way through endless empty brown hallways that you've already
been through hundreds of times then this is the game for you.

My final straw with this game came when I hit a point about a 3rd of the way through where I discovered only AFTER I hit the
level 25 cap that my fairly standard melee+guns build wasn't good enough. While it does have it's good parts, such as the inital
feel and mystery of the world, it never follows through on them, there are no backstories to discover, no terminals to comb
through, the only worldbuilding comes in the form of NPC exposition, very tiring and samey NPC exposition.

I wouldn't be writing a lenthy review like this and have played the game for 70+ hours if I thought the game was utter crap, it
has it's good parts, such as the protectorate questline and the arena, but so much of the game is spent waiding through the bad to
get to the good that eventually I just grew tired of the endless drudgery of playing it, because in the end games are still supposed
to be fun.
. 1. Sit for half an hour on a difficult level
2. Finally find a solution
3. Execution next
4. Fail for another half an hour
5. Get too frustrated
6. Get help with a clue
7. "I am so f***ing stupid."
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Scary, fun and challenging! I love survival-horror and puzzle games, so I am really enjoying this one. It took me about 30
minutes to escape the first room. I look forward to the next room and its challenges. SPOILERS ahead!
Check out my gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kdnwuY3jfOY&feature=youtu.be
. Made a new Samurai, beat the game after exactly 160 minutes (on normal). Nice stuff. your controls suck .. Better than the
first one but still a somewhat average albeit enjoyable experience. Try it.. If you enjoyed the tetris-brain style of fitting pieces
together (or especially if you ever played Tetris 3D back in the day), this one is probably right up your alley.

Also, it's very good at conveying that sense of near-panic as speeds continue to increase. I'm really looking forward to being able
to play co-op or competitive, if the other workstations are any indication =]. GG especially for the price.. I have never had so
much fun watching grass grow.

This is probably the most relaxing game I have ever encountered. The music is soothing, the bouncing sheep are adorable, and
it's fun to see the various colors that might spontaneously occur when mutations creep their way in. The objectives are not
particularly difficult and the reward really is in the meditative experience of growing the biomes during game play.

This is a great one to play while de-stressing and just enjoying an afternoon.. Back in my highschool days the Sega Vs. Nintendo
war was serious. Flashback was one of those games that was simply amazing. Played it non-stop till I beat it. Then played it
again. And a few more times. There is a lot of nostalgia with this game, and I love the re-imagining of this current version. Even
just watching the opening sequence the other day when I booted it up for the first time brought back memories.
If you appreciate an old-school feel, puzzle adventure, this game is a must. I have only played the game on easy mode, but I have
this to say:

1) It is definitely not that difficult. If you can't beat it on hard, lower the difficulty. No brainer, really.
2) Don't know anything about the balance. On the difficulty I play (and I play ALL RPGs on Easy, beacause I don't waste my
time on trying to be cool when I can just enjoy the story) this is not an issue.
3) The story is OK, but it's not great. The characters are the weakest link: most feel generic fantasy stuff, with a few notable
exceptions such as the eschatological dwarf.
4) The realm management is great. While not a strategy game, you really do feel personally in charge of your kingdom. In fact,
it is much superior to DA:Inquisition.

To round up: I would definitely recomend the game to any fans of DA:Origins, Icewind Dale or any of the older Bioware titles,
also to those who want a blend of strategy and RPG. I would not recomend it to anyone who thinks they are great gamers and
that the world of game development revolves around them.. Really awesome little indie title.
If you like the Trials games, you will love this.
Adds a level of depth to traditional stunt games and has great controller support.
Can't wait to see what these guys bring out next.
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